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With the rapid development of inland city, residential district is constantly 
increasing, in order to meet the people living needs under the rapid urbanization. As 
people material living standards improving, spiritual need increases, city resident 
living concept has changed from desire of possessing a house into a desire of 
possessing highly quality living environment, seeking good comfort level, security 
and sustainability, pursuing deeper spiritual consolation in the culture aspect. 
Although our whole city economic strength and national economic strength has been 
greatly improved, but achievement for city residential area innovation and traditional 
culture, inheritance and promotion for region culture are quite small. A variety of 
exotic styles which similar to the “European style", the “North American style” follow 
the prescribed order, blindly pursuit characteristics of western culture, causing culture 
loss for people life and even for the whole city. Our nation has rich cultural heritage, 
our city and living environment should have native characteristics, because this is in 
accord with the Chinese traditional life. Because most of modern residential 
environment are often copy the western residential environment model, leading to 
residential district often lack of region characteristics, it cannot provide suitable 
activity space and communication space for increasing emotion. Therefore, we should 
pay attention to the development and application  of regional culture in the modern 
residential district,  this paper study the application and expression of  modern 
residential district  public space from the Jiangnan garden style angle , study how  
to reflect  the region culture  of Jiannan garden from  modern residential  district 
public space, how to enhance spiritual need ( such as resident communication)  from 
traditional culture ,this is the main content of this paper. 
This paper is doing discusses from four parts: firstly, combined with the current 
research background and situation, put forward the existing problem. Secondly, 













thought and spatial characteristics. Fourthly, research the expression methods for 
Jiangnan garden style of modern residential district public space. 
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